
 
 

ACBLscore version 8.10 
Release Notes 

 

 
 
 
 

The latest version of ACBLscore features the following updates to reflect changes since ACBLscore 8.01 
Please see below for information on these enhancements and new components. 

 
 

Item Detail 
Club Financials  The $1.25 club game fee is rescinded and the club per table fee is 

increased from $.74/table to $1.00/table for games of 18 boards or 

more. Games of less than 18 boards have a table fee of $.55. 

 NAP games and all unit and special games held at clubs will now be 

subject to the per table fee. 

 ACBL-wide games increased by $1.00 per table. 

 North American Pairs – Club level -  from $4.00 to $5.00 per table. 

 Grand National teams – club level – from $1.25 per table to $2.25 

per table. 

 Fund/Foundation games – (Junior, International, Charity, Education, 

Grass Roots) increased by $1.00 per table.  

Bug Fixes Version 8.01 

 Minor changes to display and defaults. (Section color, default choices 

for movements). Implemented new club monthly report system. This 

was supposed to include 2016 masterpoints and 1 April fees. It did not. 

Version 8.02 

 Fixed stratified pair masterpoints. BUT the gamefile was not 

backward compatible with earlier versions of SCORE. 

Version 8.03 

 Reversed incompatibility. Corrected first OA in regional events. 

(Second place and mid-flight points still bad. Would not DBadd any 

side games. 

Version 8.04 

 Fixed the time stamp on club fees. i.e. some fee changes would take 

place automatically. (SCORE could not handle a reduction in fees, club 

table fee being eliminated was a problem. 

 

  



Bug Fixes Continued Version 8.05 

 Partial fix of DBadd problem. Changed Non-Life Master MP level to 500 

MP. 

Version 8.06 

 Fixed Bracketed RR teams. Fixed default masterpoint limits for club 

games. 

Version 8.07 

 Added all new and changed club fees. (i.e. The non-time stamped 

fees would take effect on 1 April.) 

Version 8.08 

 Side game BAMs would not DBadd, side game M factor capped at 

0.80. Corrected Mid-flight top strat MP.  

Version 8.09 

 The M-factor for side games is now .80 (Per BOD intention.) 

 The M-factor for side game series, side game finals and consolations 

is still .65 (Per BOD intention.) 

 Change the prompts to reflect these levels. 

 Change the BAM bonus from an adjustment to M Factor to an 

adjustment to T Factor (To allow side BAMS to DBADD.) 

 Replaced M Factor check with Event-Type check for DBadding  ( To 

allow side games to DB add.) 

 Masterpoints for the second stratum of the Mid-Flight have been 

corrected (ACBLscore did not calculate alternative B Correctly.) 

 Masterpoints for Bracketed RR teams now calculates correctly 

(Corrected error when more than 1 brackets.) 

 Masterpoints for brackets with more than 16 teams is capped at the 

award for 16 teams. (There is no bonus for more than 16 teams in a 

bracket.) 

 Included updated tournament feeds in tourfees.dat (This file can be 

updated by TDs for future updates.) 

 Updated TD info files (Missed a couple of new TDs, deleted some 

retired and resigned. Requires download and execution of 

TDInfoUpdate. There have been very recent changes. 

 Opening ACBLscore screen can be resized or relocated. 

 ACBLscore now asks if the event is a stratified or single flight event 

before setting the starting strata letters (In rare occasions, it asks 

twice) 

 

  



Bug Fixes Continued  Removed impossible masterpoint limits for lower strata when 

non-life master is chosen as a limit.   

 Bracketed Round Robin masterpoint calculations have been 

fixed. 

 Corrected Swiss masterpoint calculations (in the past it would 

sometimes treat a stratified Swiss as a one bracket Swiss.) 

 Updated special club fees to a new fee schedule (special fees were 

not triggered by date; therefore a new version is needed to process 

April 2016 reports.) 

 Fixed table fee reductions for STaCs with more than 500 tables. 

Version 8.10 

 Broke sectional single session masterpoints, this has been fixed. Only 

know masterpoint bug in 8.10 is the calculation for side game series 

winners. This computes with an M factor of 1.00, it should be 0.80. This 

can be fudged by setting the side game series as being a senior event. 

 

Tournament Financials 
 Tournament Directors should check default fees to ensure a match 

inside ACBLscore. Directors should edit if it does not match. 
 

 


